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Mat Sinner’s original band Sinner has issued a collection of hits from 

their Nuclear Blast catalog. You all know Mat from Primal Fear but 
you might’ve not yet sampled some of his work with Sinner. You’re not 

going to get the vocal pyrotechnic display like you would with Primal 
Fear. Mat’s got a lower, deeper vocal, with limited range. Sinner in 

years has from evolved from a power metal outfit into a straight 
forward hard rock band. Jump The Gun -The Collection culls a dozen 

tracks from the albums; The Nature Of Evil, The End Of Sanctuary 
and There Will Be Execution. 
 
These albums were released from the years 1998 to 2003 with 
obviously little fanfare on this side of the Atlantic. Jump The Gun - 

The Collection features some great work by the current Sinner. This 
compilation is a great way to sample what this band is about and not 

pay a lot of dough doing it. Some of the choice cuts on the album are; 
“Jump The Gun,” “Troublemaker,” “God Raises The Dead,” “Dairy Of 

Evil” and “Locked And Loaded.” It’s strange that Nuclear Blast didn’t 

put together this compilation and that it was another label who picked 
up the rights and put this album together. The only complaint is the 

lack of liners but I guess that’s part of savings that are passed onto 
the fans? If you enjoy Thin Lizzy, Accept and the like then you might 

want to add some Sinner to your collection. Jump The Gun -The 
Collection would be a good place to start. 
 
The Verdict: A snapshot of what Sinner is today. Not definative, but 
enjoyable none the less. 
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